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Mycotoxins are toxic secondary metabolites produced by fungi. They cause deleterious
effects on humans, animals, and plants. More than one hundred mycotoxins are known
which contaminate food and feed raw materials. Fungal infection and mycotoxin
contamination can occur directly in fields (pre-harvest stage), during storage, or during
industrial processing (post-harvest stage). Given the proven toxicity of mycotoxins and their
widespread distribution, it is necessary to prevent their occurrence in food and feed. To limit
mycotoxin contamination, several techniques can be adopted at the pre-harvest or post-
harvest stages. These techniques can reduce mycotoxin concentration through fungal
growth reduction or mechanisms leading to mycotoxin degradation or mycotoxin
detoxification (i.e., reduction of the toxicity). Until very recently, fungicides were favored to
limit mycotoxin contamination by reducing fungal growth. Nonetheless, the sanitary and
environmental impacts of these products and their effects on food quality encourage the
development of alternative strategies based on biocontrol agents (BCAs) or natural
compounds. Moreover, in some cases, fungal growth reduction can stimulate mycotoxin
production. The focus of this Special Issue of Toxins is to gather the most recent advances
related to reducing mycotoxin contamination in food and feed using BCAs and natural
compounds. In this context, two main types of approaches can be proposed: Preventive
methods that could be applied in the field, during storage, or during industrial processing
and curative methods that detoxify contaminated matrices by eliminating the produced
mycotoxin.
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MDPI Books offers quality open access book publishing to promote the exchange of ideas and
knowledge in a globalized world. MDPI Books encompasses all the benefits of open access – high
availability and visibility, as well as wide and rapid dissemination. With MDPI Books, you can
complement the digital version of your work with a high quality printed counterpart.

Open Access
Your scholarly work is accessible worldwide without any restrictions. All
authors retain the copyright for their work distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License.

Author Focus
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contributor discounts on book purchases.
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MDPI ensures a thorough review for all published items and provides a fast
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